To comply with the provisions of 940 CMR 16.00 (as promulgated by the Attorney General, Commonwealth of Massachusetts) your SIG Sauer Pistol is equipped with a load indicator, the purpose of which is to plainly indicate whether or not a cartridge is in the firing chamber of the handgun.

**WARNING**

THE LOAD INDICATOR IS NOT A SUBSTITUTE FOR SAFE FIREARMS HANDLING - FOLLOW ALL SAFETY WARNINGS IN YOUR OWNERS MANUAL

SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR LOADED AND UNLOADED CHAMBER INDICATIONS.
LOADED CHAMBER INDICATION

The extractor will extend outward from the slide and the red dot will be exposed when a round is in the firing chamber.

Extended extractor: red dot exposed

Slide

UN-LOADED CHAMBER INDICATION

Chamber

Flush extractor: red dot not exposed

Slide

Note: With no round in the chamber, the extractor will remain flush with the slide.

WARNING - The loaded chamber indication is NOT a substitute for safe firearms handling. ALWAYS pull back the slide & visually check the chamber to confirm the chamber is empty. NEVER assume the firearms is unloaded.